Introduction
In his paper [P] Pellikaan studied an interesting two-variable zeta function for algebraic curves over finite fields. Using notions from Arakelov theory of arithmetic curves, van der Geer and Schoof were led to introduce an analogous zeta function for number fields [GS] .
In [LR] Lagarias and Rains investigated this two-variable zeta function thoroughly for the special case of the rational number field. They also made some comments on the general case.
In earlier work we introduced a conjectural cohomological formalism to express Dedekind and more general zeta functions as regularized determinants of a certain operator Θ on cohomology. In this framework it is not unreasonable to assume that the second variable w of the two-variable zeta function corresponds to an operator Θ w depending on w. These heuristics which are explained in the last section suggest a formula for the two-variable zeta function as a regularized product.
The main contribution of the paper is to prove this formula for the twovariable zeta function of any number field, Theorem 5.2. Our method is based on a powerful criterion of Illies for zeta-regularizability [I1] , [I2] . We refer to section 5 for a short review of the relevant facts from the theory of regularization.
We also treat the much easier case of curves over finite fields. For number fields, our approach requires us to determine the asymptotic behaviour for Re s → ∞ of certain oscillatory integrals over spaces of lattices Γ. The func-tion to be integrated is a −s Γ where a Γ is the minimal length among the nonzero vectors in Γ. This is an interesting problem already for real quadratic fields in which case Don Zagier found a solution. The general case is treated in section 4.
The treatment in [GS] and [LR] of the two-variable zeta function for general number fields is somewhat brief. Also, the precise analogy with Pellikaan's original zeta function is not written down. In the first two sections we therefore give a more detailed exposition of these topics.
I would like to thank Don Zagier very much for his help in the real quadratic case which was a great inspiration for me. I am also grateful to Eva Bayer and Georg Illies for useful remarks and to the CRM in Montreal for its support.
Background on two-variable zeta functions for curves over finite fields
Consider an algebraic curve X over the finite field F q with q = p r elements. Let |X| be the set of closed points of X and for x ∈ |X| set deg x = (F q (x) : F q ). The zeta function of X is defined by the Euler product
For a divisor D = x∈|X| n x · x with n x ∈ Z we set deg D = n x deg x. Then we have
where the sum runs over all effective divisors i.e. those with n x ≥ 0 for all x ∈ |X|. Let CH 1 (X) denote the divisor class group of X and for
Summing over divisor classes in (1), one gets the formula:
Here it is enough to sum over D's with deg D := deg D ≥ 0. In [P] § 3 Pellikaan had the idea to replace q by a variable u in this formula. His two-variable zeta function is defined by
Reconsidering classical proofs he obtained the following properties in the case where X is smooth projective and geometrically irreducible:
with P X (T, u) ∈ Z[T, u] (4)
, where (5) P 0 (u) = 1, P 2g (u) = u g , deg P i (u) ≤ 1 + i 2 and g is the genus of X .
The two-variable zeta function enjoys the functional equation (7) Z X (T, u) = u g−1 T 2g−2 Z X 1 T u , u .
In terms of the P i (u) it reads:
For example, for X = P 1 one has P X (T, u) = 1 and for X an elliptic curve P X (T, u) = 1 + (|X(F q )| − 1 − u)T + uT 2 . Recently Naumann [N] proved the interesting fact that the polynomial
In [GS] § 7, van der Geer and Schoof consider the following variant of Pellikaan's zeta function. They show that for complex s and t in Re s < 0, Re t < 0 the series
defines a holomorphic function with a meromorphic continuation to C × C. The explicit relation with Z X (T, u) is not stated in [GS] , so we give it here:
Proof Using the Riemann-Roch theorem one obtains, c.f. [GS] proof of prop. 5:
Here h is the order of CH 1 (X) 0 , the group of degree zero divisor classes on X. This gives the meromorphic continuation to C × C. On the other hand according to [P] , p. 181 setting u = q s+t , T = q −t we have:
This implies the first equality in the proposition. The second follows from the functional equation (7) of Z X (T, u).
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In particular the second relation in the proposition shows that for s+t = 1 we have
as stated in [GS] proposition 5. Note that for ζ GS X (s, t) the functional equation takes the simple form:
In the number field case, Lagarias and Rains introduced the substitution t = w − s. Thus we define here as well
This meromorphic function of s and w satisfies the functional equation
and for w = 1 we have:
The rest of this section contains observations of a tentative nature which are not necessary for the sequel. It is unknown whether Z X (T, u) has a natural cohomological interpretation. The properties of Z X (T, u) are compatible with the following conjectural setup. Let K be a field of characteristic zero containing Q(u). There may exist a cohomology theory QH i for varieties over finite fields consisting of finite-dimensional K-vector spaces on which the q-linear Frobenius Fr q induces a K-linear map Fr * q such that we have:
We get the correct denominator in (4) if
Then P (T, u) would be the characteristic polynomial of Fr * q on QH 1 (X) and therefore we would have
The functional equation (7) would be a consequence of Poincaré duality -a perfect Fr * q -equivariant pairing of K-vector spaces:
Comparing the logarithmic derivatives of (3) and (15) at T = 0 gives
Moreover Poincaré duality would imply
3 Background on two-variable zeta functions of number fields
We begin by collecting some notions from one-dimensional Arakelov theory following [GS] . For a number field k/Q let o k be its ring of integers. By p we denote the prime ideals in o k and by v the infinite places of k. Consider the "arithmetic curve"
The elements of the group
Here |f | v = |σ v (f )| for any embedding σ v in the class v and e v = 1 if v is real and e v = 2 if v is complex. The cokernel of div is called the Arakelov Chow group of X k . With the evident topologies the groups k * , Z 1 (X k ) and CH 1 (X k ) become locally compact topological groups. The counting measure on p Z · p and the Lebesgue measure on
The infinite components of D determine a norm
Here ||1|| 
. Let κ be the Arakelov divisor with zeroes at the infinite components and
In the number field case, van der Geer and Schoof replace the order q
) for X/F q by the Theta series:
For quadratic number fields the behaviour of k 0 (D) is studied in some detail in [F] .
According to [GS] proposition 1, the Poisson summation formula gives the Riemann-Roch type formula
Here d k = |d k/Q | is the absolute value of the discriminant of k/Q and
is the Arakelov norm induced by the map
Let Z 1 (X k ) 0 be the kernel of this map and set
This is a compact topological group which fits into the exact sequence
is the class number of k and R k is the regulator. Then we have
For t in R * + consider the Arakelov divisor, where n = (k : Q) 
Proof According to [GS] corollary 1 there is a constant β > 0 depending only on the field k such that for all
We may assume that R ≥ 1. For every − and |w| ≤ R setting
Namely, writing (1 + x) w = e w log(1+x) = e wx(1+ηx)
we have η = − 1 2
+ − . . . and hence |η| ≤ 1. Expanding e wx(1+ηx) as a Taylor series and estimating gives inequality (26). For the moment we only need the following consequence of (26):
for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1/2 and |w| ≤ R ≥ 1 .
If ε = ε(k) > 0 is sufficiently small, (24) implies that
lies in (0, 1/2) for all 0 < t ≤ ε and all D. Using (24) and (27) we therefore find a constant c ′ 1 such that a) holds for all 0 < t ≤ ε. By compactness of
and continuity of 
The two-variable zeta function of van der Geer and Schoof is defined by an integral analogous to the series (9)
According to [GS] proposition 6, this integral defines a holomorphic function in Re s < 0, Re t < 0. This also follows from the considerations below.
Making the substitution D → [κ] − D in the integral we find the formula
We will use the Lagarias-Rains variables s and w = t + s and concentrate on the function
It is holomorphic in the region Re w < Re s < 0.
Most of the following proposition is stated in [GS] and proved in [LR] Appendix using references to Ch. XIII of Serge Lang's book on algebraic number theory. Below we will write down the direct proof which is implicit in [GS] .
Proposition 3.2 The function ζ X k (s, w) has a meromorphic continuation to C 2 and it satisfies the functional equation
Moreover the function
is holomorphic in C 2 . More precisely, the integral
defines an entire function in C 2 and we have the formula
where we have set
Here r 1 and r 2 are the numbers of real resp. complex places of k. Moreover µ(k) is the group of roots of unity in k.
Remarks 1 Formula (32) coincides with the corresponding formula in [GS] proposition 6 after correcting two small misprints in that paper: We have |∆| s instead of |∆| s/2 in [GS] proposition 6 and 2
−s/2 . . . in the third equality on p. 388 above of [GS] . 2 The reason for our normalization of Γ R (s) comes from the theory of zetaregularization, c.f. section 5.
Proof We write the integral representation (31) for ζ X k (s, w) as a sum of two contributions:
where
The estimate in proposition 3.1 a) shows that the first integral defines a holomorphic function in Re s < 0, w ∈ C. Here and in the following we use the following well known fact. Consider a function f (s, x) holomorphic in s and µ-integrable in x which locally in s is bounded by integrable functions of x. Then the integral f (s, x)dµ(x) is holomorphic in s. Writing I(s, w) in the form
the same estimate gives its meromorphic continuation to C 2 . Note that, even divided by w the first term is holomorphic in C 2 .
Using Riemann-Roch (20) a short calculation shows that for Re s > Re w we have (35) II(s, w) = I(w − s, w) .
In particular the integral (31) defines a holomorphic function in Re w < Re s < 0 as asserted earlier.
Using (34) we find the formula:
which gives the meromorphic continuation of II(s, w) to C 2 : Again, even after division by w the first term is holomorphic in C 2 . This implies the assertions of the proposition except for formula (32) which requires a lemma that will be useful in the next section as well: 2 Lemma 3.3 In the region Re s > Re w, Re s > 0 the following integral representation holds, the integral defining a holomorphic function even after division by w:
Proof of formula (32) Using (37) we find for w = 1 < Re s that
Now on p. 388 of [GS] this integral is shown to equal
Proof of the lemma The estimate in proposition 3.1, b) shows that the following formula is valid in the region Re s > Re w, Re s > 0:
The integral defines a holomorphic function in this region even after division by w. As the integral in formula (34) for w −1 I(s, w) gives a holomorphic function in C 2 the assertion follows by adding equations (34) and (38). 2 Remark For k = Q a more elaborate version of the lemma is given in [LR] Theorem 2.2.
Proposition 3.2 and formula (32) in particular suggest that a better definition of a two variable zeta function might be the following
This is a meromorphic function on C 2 which satisfies the equations
In section 5 we will see that ζ(X k , s, w) is the " 1 2π
-zeta regularized version" of ζ X k (s, w). We also consider an entire version of this function which in the one variable case and in [LR] is called the ξ-function. Because of our different normalization we give it another name which is suggested by the cohomological arguments in section 6.
According to proposition 3.2 it is holomorphic in C 2 and satisfies the functional equation
Proposition 3.5 For any k/Q and every fixed w the entire function L(H 1 (X k ), s, w) of s has order at most one.
Proof Proposition 3.2 implies the formula
where T (s, w) is the entire function in C 2 defined by the integral
Using the estimate in proposition 3.1, a) we find for some c(w) > 0:
For Re s ≤ 1 the latter integral is bounded. For Re s > 1 we have
where the O-constant depends on w. Hence for all s ∈ C we have
Thus for every ε > 0 the required estimate holds:
2 Remark For k = Q Lagarias and Rains prove that L(H 1 (X Q ), s, w) is entire of order at most one as a function of two variables, [LR] Theorem 4.1. They also mention that this assertion holds for general k as well.
An oscillatory integral in the geometry of numbers
Recall that an Arakelov divisor D in Z 1 (X k ) may be viewed as the lattice (I(D), || || D ). Two divisors define the same class D in CH 1 (X k ) if and only if the corresponding lattices are isometric. In particular the following numbers are well defined for These numbers arise naturally in the study of theta functions: Ordering terms, we may write
Here the next term is e −πt −2/n b(D) with its multiplicity. Points of discontinuity for b and ν arise as follows. 
and consider the continuous map:
It follows that for x ∈ V and all f ∈ I(D x ) = I(D 0 ) we have the estimate
Here
is the Euklidean norm in k ⊗ R applied to the element f ∈ k ⊂ k ⊗ R. Since I(D 0 ) is discrete in k ⊗ R it follows that for any C > 0 the set
is finite. If V is bounded it also follows that the map D → a(D) is bounded on U and so is b since b(D) ≤ 4a(D). Thus for large enough C > 0 the finite subset F = F C ⊂ I(D) has the following properties: For all x ∈ V we have:
The functions x → ||f || 
Then µ is continuous and µ(
Hence ν is a locally bounded function on CH 1 (X k ). With notations as above we have by (41) that
This implies that ν is upper semicontinuous at D 0 . 2
The following theorem shows that on CH 1 (X k ) 0 the function a = a(D) acquires a unique global minimum at D = 0. We also describe a(D) explicitly in a neighborhood of D = 0.
Set
Theorem 4.2 Set n = (k : Q) and let the notations be as above. Proof The main tool is the inequality between the arithmetic and the geometric mean. This inequality was already used in [GS] . Let || || v = | | ev v be the normalized absolute value at the infinite place v.
For every open neighborhood
Here (a) is the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality and we have used that
Now I(D) divides (f ) and for f = 0 we therefore have
It follows that ||f ||
2 D ≥ n, so that a(D) ≥ n and therefore a min ≥ n. On the other hand for D = 0 and f ∈ µ(k) we have ||f || 2 0 = r 1 + 2r 2 = n. Therefore a(0) = n and hence a min = n.
2 We have seen that a(0) = a min . Now assume that a(D) = a min . Then there is some f ∈ I(D) with ||f || It follows that 
Secondly there is a finite subset F ⊃ µ(k) of o k such that for all x ∈ V ′ we have:
Choose some ε > 0, such that ||f ||
. By a continuity argument we may find an open neighborhood 0 ∈ V ⊂ V ′ such that for all x ∈ V we have
Dx for all f ∈ µ(k) it follows that for x ∈ V we have
Therefore, in 6 we may take U to be the image of
7 Assume that b inf = a min and let (D n ) be a sequence of By (44) this gives
In particular b(D x ) is a continuous function of x ∈ V and therefore b | U is continuous. LetŨ ⊂ U be a compact neighborhood of
On the other hand, for n large enough we have D n ∈Ũ and hence
Remark Since µ(k) acts isometrically on (I(D), || || D ) and since ν(0) = |µ(k)| the minimal value of the function ν = ν(D) is |µ(k)|. As ν is upper semicontinuous it follows that the set of
It should be possible to show that the complements have measure zero.
In the following we will deal with the asymptotic behaviour of certain functions defined at least in Re s > 0 as Re s tends to infinity. For such functions f and g we will write f ∼ g to signify that lim
The following theorem is the main result of the present section: Theorem 4.3 For a number field k/Q let r = r 1 + r 2 − 1 be the unit rank. Then the entire function
has the following asymptotic behaviour as Re s → ∞
Here we have set:
is the class group of k. Hence C(s) is a finite Dirichlet series. For k = Q we have C(s) = ν (0)a(0) −s = |µ(Q)| = 2. For k imaginary quadratic the main contribution as Re s → ∞ comes from the term corresponding to D = 0 which is ν(0)a (0) −s = |µ(k)|2 −s . These assertions follow from theorem 4.2 parts 1 and 2 (or 4) and 3. Now assume that r ≥ 1. The function ν = ν(D) is measurable and bounded on CH 1 (X k ) 0 by proposition 4.1. The function a = a(D) is continuous and CH 1 (X k ) 0 is compact. Hence C(s) is an entire function of s. We will compare C(s) with certain integrals over unbounded domains which can be evaluated explicitely in terms of Γ-functions. It is not obvious that these integrals converge. For this we require the following lemma where for x ∈ R N we set ||x|| ∞ = max |x i |.
After a series of auxiliary results the proof of theorem 4.3 is concluded after the proof of corollary 4.3.4 below.
Lemma 4.3.1 Assume N ≥ 2 and consider the hyperplane
Proof We may assume that x 1 ≤ . . . ≤ x N , so that x 1 = min x i and x N = max x i . As x ∈ H N we have
Hence the first estimate holds in this case as well. The second estimate follows by replacing x with −x. 2
We can now evaluate a certain class of integrals which are useful for our purposes. 
Proof First we show that the integral exists. Using lemma 4.3.1 and the fact that min(x i ) ≤ 0 for x ∈ H N , we find with c = min(c i ):
Thus the function
is integrable over H N . In order to evaluate the integral we recall the Mellin transform of a function h on R * + :
and the convolution of two L 1 -functions h 1 and h 2 on R * + :
For suitable h 1 and h 2 Fubini's theorem implies the basic formula
For t > 0 let dµ be the image of Lebesgue measure under the exponential isomorphism:
Note that convolution is associative. We may rewrite I as follows
We may now use the complex Stirling asymptotics
to draw the following consequence of proposition 4.3.2.
Corollary 4.3.3 Let k/Q be a number field of degree n with unit rank r = r 1 +r 2 −1 ≥ 1. Then we have the following asymptotic formula for Re s → ∞, the integral being defined for Re s > 0:
Proof Applying proposition 4.3.2 with N = r 1 + r 2 and the obvious choices of c i 's and ν i 's the integral is seen to equal:
Applying the Stirling asymptotics gives the result after some calculation. 2 
Then we have the asymptotic formula for Re s → ∞:
we have by lemma 4.3.1 that:
Choose R ≥ 2r log 2n. For ||x|| ∞ ≥ R and α ≥ 0 we find
For Re s ≥ 1 this implies that
By the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality we see that in { x v = 0} the function f (x) has global minimum equal to n. We have f (0) = n and f (x) > n for all x = 0, c.f. the proof of theorem 4.2, 1. Choose R ≥ 2r log 2n such that R ≥ ε. Let a ε,R be the minimum of f in the compact set S ε,R of x with x v = 0 and ε ≤ ||x|| ∞ ≤ R. Then we have a ε,R > n and (50)
for Re s ≥ 0 .
Using corollary 4.3.3 and the estimates (49) and (50) we find successively:
−s dλ .
2
We can now conclude the proof of theorem 4.3. Let ε > 0 be so small that the image of
is a homeomorphism onto its image U ε . Moreover ε > 0 should be so small that U ε is contained in a neighborhood U as in theorem 4.2, 6. Then we have
for Re s → ∞ by corollary 4.3.4. By theorem 4.2, 1 and 2 (or 5) the minimum a Uε of a = a(D) on the compact set
Together with the estimate Remark 4.4 Using the asymptotic development of the Γ-function instead of (47) one can improve the assertion of theorem 4.3. For example, the same proof shows that for any ϕ ∈ (0, π/2) we have
in the angular domain | arg s| < ϕ. The O-constant depends on ϕ.
The two-variable zeta function as a regularized product
In this section we first review a theorem of Illies about the zeta-regularizability of entire functions of finite order. We then apply his criterion to prove that L(H 1 (X k ), s, w) and ζ(X k , s, w) are zeta-regularized as functions of s.
There are many instances where one would like to give a sense to a nonconvergent product of distinct non-zero complex numbers a ν given with multiplicities m ν ∈ Z. Sometimes the process of zeta regularization helps. If all m ν = 1, one sets a ν = (1) a ν . In this way one obtains for example
For a finite sequence of a ν , m ν the zeta-regularized product (mν ) a ν exists and equals the ordinary product a mν ν . For complex s with s = a ν for all ν one may ask whether (mν ) (s − a ν ) exists. In favourable instances it will define a meromorphic function in C whose zeroes and poles are precisely the numbers a ν with their multiplicity m ν . On the other hand if we are given a meromorphic function f (s) whose zeroes and poles are the numbers a ν with multiplicity m ν we may ask whether (mν ) (s − a ν ) exists and defines a meromorphic function in C and how it compares to f (s). Sometimes it is also useful to introduce a scaling factor α > 0 and compare f (s) with (mν ) α(s − a ν ). In the case where we have
the function f is called "α-zeta regularized". A much more thorough discussion of these problems and other regularization procedures (δ-regularization) may be found in Illies' papers [I1] , [I2] and his references.
We now describe the precise technical result from Illies' work that we will use.
For ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 in (0, π) define the open sets
A meromorphic function in C is said to be of finite order if it is the quotient of two entire functions of finite order.
Theorem 5.1 (Illies) Let f be a meromorphic function of finite order in C such that almost all zeroes and poles lie in some Wl ϕ 1 ,ϕ 2 . We assume that for some 0 < p ≤ ∞ and any p ′ < p we have
Then the following two assertions hold:
A Setting m(ρ) = ord s=ρ f (s), for any scaling factor α > 0 the Dirichlet series ξ(u, s) =
is uniformly convergent to a holomorphic function in Re u ≫ 0 and |s| ≪ 1.
Here we have chosen −π < arg(s − ρ) < π which is possible for small enough |s|. The function ξ(u, s) has a holomorphic continuation to any region of the form 
Remark According to B the function f equals the zeta-regularized determinant (scaled by α) of its divisor. In fact f is the δ-regularized determinant of its divisor for any regularization sequence δ as in [I2] Definition 3.4 but we do not need this stronger statement.
Proof The result generalizes [I2] 
in the following sense: For every fixed w both functions of s are obtained by the process of 1 2π
-zeta regularization from the zeroes and poles of the analogous functions (q w − 1) −1 ζ X (s, w) and w −1 ζ X k (s, w). Note also that we have ζ(X, s, 1) = ζ X (s) and ζ(X k , s, 1) =ζ k (s) .
Proof of theorem 5.3 In view of formulas (4) and (6) this can be deduced from [D2] 2.7 Lemma which evaluates ν∈Z α(s+ν) for α ∈ C * . Alternatively the theorem follows without difficulty from theorem 5.1. 2
For the proof of theorem 5.2 we first need a refinement of the estimate given in Proposition 3.1 a).
Lemma 5.4 For any number field k/Q and every
we have:
is positive. We claim that there is a constant γ depending only on k such that for all D ∈ CH 1 (X k ) 0 and 0
we have the estimate
This is seen as follows:
Hence for γ we may choose the supremum of the bounded function f on CH 1 (X k ) 0 , c.f. Proposition 4.1. Since the left hand side of the estimate in lemma 5.4 is bounded and since a = a(D) is bounded on CH 1 (X k ) 0 it sufficed to prove the desired estimate for all 0 < t ≤ ε, where ε > 0 is small. We choose 0 < ε ≤ √ d k such that for all 0 < t ≤ ε and D ∈ CH 1 (X k ) 0 we have
This is possible by (24) or (52). We may assume that R ≥ 1. Using inequality (26), we find: We will now show that for any fixed w ∈ C and α > 0 the function f w (s) is α-zeta regularized and that its ξ(u, s)-function in the sense of theorem 5.1 A has a holomorphic continuation to any region C × G where G ⊂ C is any simply connected domain disjoint from the zeroes and poles of f w . First note that f w is meromorphic of finite order (≤ 1) since this is true for s → ζ(X k , s, w) by proposition 3.5 and clear for
It follows from (60) that s → ζ(X k , s, w) is By theorem 5.1 this function is therefore even α-zeta regularized for every α > 0. 2
Let us check the corollary for k = Q and k imaginary quadratic. For k = Q the function equals 1 which is regularized. For k imaginary quadratic the function reduces to the integral, which in this case is a finite Dirichlet series over ideal classes. Because of ν(0) = |µ(k)| and a(0) = n this Dirichlet series starts with a constant term 1. Now [I2] Corollary 8.1, resp. its proof shows that such a finite Dirichlet series is α-zeta regularized for any α > 0.
The cohomological motivation
In this section we explain how theorem 5.2 fits into the speculative cohomological setting of [D3] . For every number field k/Q there should exist complex topological cohomology spaces H i (X k , C) together with an R-action Φ t . The infinitesimal generator Θ of this R-action should exist. We expect that H 0 (X k , C) = C with Θ = 0 and H 2 (X k , C) ∼ −→ C with Θ = id .
The space H 1 (X k , C) should be infinite dimensional and decompose in a suitable sense into the eigenspaces of Θ, the eigenvalues being the zeroes of ζ k (s). In degrees greater than two the cohomologies should vanish.
The zeta-regularized determinant det ∞ (ϕ) of a diagonalizable operator ϕ is defined as the zeta-regularized product of its eigenvalues with their multiplicities. See [D2] for more precise definitions. The relation between ζ k (s) and cohomology is expected to be:
It would imply that ζ(X k , s, w) is
